Abstract-We formulate the wireless security problem as an indirect reciprocity game, and propose a security mechanism that applies the indirect reciprocity principle to suppress attacks in wireless networks. In this system, a large number of nodes cooperate to reject the network access requests from attackers during the punishment periods. If the punishment time is so long that the cost due to the loss of network services exceeds the illegal security gains of the attack, rational nodes do not have incentive to attack, and hence our system can reduce the attacking probability in the network. We develop a social norm and reputation updating process to build such an indirect reciprocity mechanism for the network. We evaluate the evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) in the game, and provide the optimal action strategy and its corresponding stationary reputation distribution. Our system is robust against collusion attacks, and can signiſcantly reduce the attacking rate for a wide range of attacks. Simulation results show that our system has much better security performance than the direct reciprocity mechanism, especially in the largescale wireless network with terminal mobility. Our system can be applied to many wireless networks including cognitive radio networks to improve their security performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of cognitive radios, users are gaining autonomous and control in their radio transmissions, and hence obtain more power and freedom to attack the networks. Current wireless networks are threatened by a wide range of attacks, such as jamming, spooſng, Sybil attacks, and many relay-related attacks [1] - [3] . Attackers obtain illegal security advantages if not being caught and punished. Extensive works have been done to investigate their impacts on the network performance, and many detection and localization algorithms have been proposed to identify the attackers. Although most existing works assume that attackers do not concern their throughput performance, in practice, network access is highly desirable for most users, including many potential attackers. Therefore, we exploit the requests for network service to decrease the attacking rate in wireless networks.
With the trust modelling and evaluation method proposed in [4] , the trust/reciprocity mechanism is a powerful tool to improve the security and stimulate cooperations in wireless networks [1] , [2] , [5] - [7] . These works apply the direct reciprocity principle, whose main idea is "I help you because you helped me" [8] . More speciſcally, each node chooses its actions according to the past interactions with the opponents, and is more likely to decline the requests from those who have ever hurt it. However, in a large-scale network with terminal mobility, many nodes have a small chance to meet their opponents before, and hence only have limited or outdated knowledge on their past actions. In such a case, attackers have small chance to meet their victims again and to be punished by them, and hence nodes have incentive to take risks to attack the network.
This problem can be addressed by the use of the indirect reciprocity principle, ſrst developed in social science and evolutionary biology. The main idea is "I help you and somebody else helps me" [8] . The indirect reciprocity game is promising to stimulate cooperation in cognitive networks [9] , and can be used to improve the Sybil-resistance for the accounting of peer contributions in peer-to-peer networks [10] .
In this paper, we formulate an indirect reciprocity security game, and propose a security system to counteract a wide range of attacks in wireless networks, including jamming, spooſng, Sybil, collusion attacks, relay-related attacks such as the packet dropping attacks, and many others. The reputation propagation mechanism in the indirect reciprocity system allows attackers to be known and punished by a larger population of nodes in the network. Compared with the direct reciprocity system, our system provides stronger security protection, especially for the large-scale networks with node mobility.
We assume that multiple transmissions can take place at the same time in a large-scale network without interfering with each other. In each transmission period, the intended receiver and other observing nodes evaluate the behavior of each node in this area, reduce the reputations of the attackers, and propagate the new reputations to the whole network through the gossip channels. More speciſcally, we build a public social norm and reputation updating process to assign to the attackers low (bad) reputations, due to which most nodes reject their requests for network service over a long time. We A communication topology in the game formulation, including a transmitter called Player B, an intended receiver, and n nodes in the communication region, called Type-A players (including Player 1 to Player n), with some Type-A players selected to relay.
can assign different values of reputation to the attackers and punish them in different manners, according to their impacts on the network performance. The system is designed to make the cost to each attacker in the punishment duration exceed its illegal security gain of attacks. Thus rational nodes in the network are stimulated to deviate from the attacking behavior for their own interests. Our system is promising to improve the security performance of many wireless networks including cognitive radio networks.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present the network model and game model. In Section III, we describe our security system for wireless networks based on indirect reciprocity. We then analyze its performance in Section IV, and show the simulation results in Section V. Finally, we conclude in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a homogenous wireless network, consisting of N randomly located nodes. Each node leaves the network with probability 1 − δ and (re)enters it with probability δ. We assume that N s out of the N nodes are allowed to send messages to their intended receivers at the same time, without interfering with each other. As shown in Fig. 1 , each transmission includes a transmitter called Player B, an intended receiver, and n Type-A nodes in the area (called Player i, with 1 ≤ i ≤ n). For simplicity of presentation, we assume a constant n for each transmission and let N s = Nρ, where the transmission probability of each node, ρ, decreases with the network geographical density. Note that our system is not restricted to the case with ſxed N s and n.
In each transmission, Player B sends a message to the receiver, while the latter and the observing nodes monitor the transmission and evaluate the behavior of each Type-A node. The transmitter can request a node to relay the message and others to keep silence, according to the network topology, radio channel conditions, and node reputations. we assume perfect radio propagation in this area, i.e., the transmission is successful if all the Type-A nodes follow the requests from Player B.
We consider a wide range of attacks, such as jamming, spooſng, Sybil attacks, deliberate packet dropping, and collusion attacks. Each Type-A node can perform one of them in each time slot. In the literature, multiple attack detection and attacker identiſcation algorithms have been proposed for each type of attacks. Our goal is to design a security system that can incorporate most existing related algorithms. All the attacks are classiſed into L levels, according to their impacts on the network performance and their costs to the attackers. Without loss of generality, assume that Level-g attacks are more dangerous to the network than Level-h attacks, if g < h.
For example, jamming can be labelled with a lower attack level than spooſng. We use p D (i) to denote the probability that Level-i attack is correctly detected and the attacker is accurately identiſed.
In this way, each transmission process is formulated into one round of the indirect reciprocity game with n + 1 players: Player B, and Player 1 to Player n. Player B sends a message and selects a subset of the Type-A nodes as its relay. The actions of Player i at time k is denoted with A i [k], with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. As shown in Table I , its action set has
and declines it when
Note that each action in Table I can correspond to different communication states of a node, based on whether it is selected as a relay. For example, the action that Player i stops transmission corresponds to Let
ignoring the actions of the other Type-A nodes. A positive payoff value indicates that the node actually gains from its action, while a negative value represents a loss. Due to the efforts to attack the network or to decline the request, a rational node never chooses them unless receiving non-negative payoffs, and hence
In such a case, Player B does not beneſt due to the security or throughput loss, indicating Size of the action set L Number of attack levels
Payoff of action i to Player B case j = L t , the transmission of Player B beneſts, indicating G[L t ] > 0. In this case, a relay node consumes transmission energy while a non-relay node does not. Thus the cost to the former is higher, with
The transmission performance of Player B actually depends on the actions of all its n neighbors. Thus the payoff to Player B at time k, denoted as U B [k] , is a function of the actions of all the n nodes at that time. For simplicity, we assume it as the minimum instant payoffs due to their actions, i.e.,
That means, the transmission performance is determined by the worst neighbor. For example, the transmission is assumed to fail, if any node refuses to follow its request by dropping the message as Ind = 1, or transmitting as Ind = 0. In another example, an attacker can ruin the whole transmission even if all the other nodes follow the requests.
to Player i, and assume it to be independent of A j [k], for any j = i. Hence we have
For ease of reference, the commonly used notations are summarized in Table II. III. A SECURITY SYSTEM BASED ON INDIRECT RECIPROCITY We design a security system that applies the indirect reciprocity principle to reduce the attacker population in wireless networks. This system maintains a reputation mechanism, where each node obtains a reputation vector according to its past and current actions. Each time slot consists of the message transmission stage and the performance evaluation stage. In the second stage, the reputation of each Type-A player is updated and broadcast to the other nodes via the gossip channels. The network determines whether to accept its future transmission requests based on its reputation. In general, the reputation of a node decreases, if it attacks the network or declines the request from a transmitter with a good reputation. In order to punish attackers, the reputation of the node decreases, if it helping a node with a bad reputation. Its reputation improves in other cases.
We design a reputation updating process to compute the reputation vector for each node, based on its last reputation and the instant reputation resulting from its current action. The forgetting factor is used to weight the last reputation in the calculation, and is related to the instant reputation. In this system, attackers are not only rejected by their direct victims, but also by most other nodes in the network during a long time. The punishment period is determined by the forgetting factors. The nodes are forgiven and regains the network access, if following the network social norm during the punishment period.
We use a reputation set R = {1, · · · , L t }. Nodes are encouraged to help the transmitters with higher reputation values. Denote the reputation vector assigned to Player i as
During each transmission, the reputations of all Type-A nodes are updated based on the same criterion, called social norm. Denote the social norm as Q = [Q i,j ] Lt×Lt , whose element Q i,j is the instant scalar reputation assigned to the node who takes action i ∈ {1, · · · , L t } towards a transmitter whose scalar reputation is j ∈ {1, · · · , L t }.
In order to suppress attacks, the system assigns a high reputation value to the nodes who help the good nodes and to those who refuse to help the nodes with bad reputations. In addition, to avoid the network performance downgrade or collapse, the system gives a low reputation to each attacker, even if the transmitter has a bad reputation. In this system, our desirable action towards a transmitter with a low reputation is to refuse its relay requests and keep silence.
Following the above principles, we build the social norm. For the relay node (i.e., Ind = 1), the social norm is given by
For a non-relay node, however, the action i = L+1 means that this node and Player B transmit at the same time, and can lead to the undesirable packet collision. Thus we assign L + 1 as its reputation, even if Player B has a bad reputation. Similarly, our desirable action for the non-relay nodes is always i = L t to avoid packet collision, and the social norm is chosen as
Without loss of generality, we assume that Player l chooses its action at time k based on its own scalar reputation i and Player B's scalar reputation j, with 
On the other hand, no matter what the reputation of the transmitter has, we hope the non-relay nodes to keep silence, i.e., to follow the request, in order to avoid packet collision. Thus we have
During this time slot, the reputation vectors of Player B, the intended receiver and the nodes outside this area do not change, with p[k +1] = p[k]. On the other hand, the observing nodes in this area monitor the action of each Type-A player and assign an instant reputation to it accordingly. The new reputation of Player l, p l [k + 1] is updated, according to both the instant reputation and the last reputation p l [k] . As mentioned, we have derived the scale reputation, i and j, for Player l and Player B, respectively, at time k. Based on the public social norm and reputation updating process, all the nodes in the network agree with the reputation of the nodes.
More speciſcally, we assign for each new node a high initial reputation,
T . The forgetting factor Λ x , which is used to weight the last reputation vector p[k], is a function of x, the immediate scalar reputation due to the current action. Letting 0 < Λ x < 1 for each reputation level (x), we use the following process to update the reputation of Player l,
where e x is the standard basis vector. The propagation error matrix of reputation, Φ, includes both the detection error and the propagation error due to imperfect gossip channels. For simplicity, we use p Di to denote the probability for the i-th action to be correctly identiſed and broadcast to the network, and model Φ as
Actually, our system is not restricted to (8) , and can be easily extended to the other models.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Evolutionarily Stable Strategy
An evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) cannot be invaded by any alternative strategy that is initially rare, and the natural selection alone is sufſcient to prevent alternative strategies from invading [11] . To evaluate the ESS property of our desirable action strategy, we assume the Wright-Fisher model [11] for the action spreading, where the probability for a node to choose a strategy is proportional to the expected payoff to the population using that strategy. More speciſcally, the probability for a node to choose action strategy i at time k +1, y i [k + 1], is given by
B. Optimal Action & Stationary Reputation Distribution
Now we evaluate the optimal action strategy and the corresponding stationary reputation distribution. In a simpliſed scenario, Player A who has a scalar reputation i and a vector reputation e i meets a transmitter whose vector reputation is e j (thus its scalar reputation is j) in a time slot, and we assume for now a ſxed forgetting factor Λ x = λ for any reputation x.
The optimal strategy a * = [a * i,j ] Lt×Lt is deſned as the strategy that maximizes U i,j , the long-term payoff for Player A. Let r i,j (k) denote the probability that the scalar reputation of Player A changes from i to k, when meeting Player B with reputation j. Assume for simplicity that each node other than Player B and the intended receiver is randomly and independently selected as relay with probability p s . By (7), following the derivation similar to that in [9] , we have
As each node initiates a transmission with probability ρ, we can write the Bellman equation of U i,j as (11) , where the discounting factor of the future is set to be δ, the probability for a node to stay or (re)enter the network, and the optimal action a * i,j is given by
We now consider the stationary reputation distribution
T for a given optimal action strategy a * . Since p * does not change over time k, by (7), we have (13). Hence the optimization of the optimal actions can be formulated as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) and we can apply the modiſed value iteration algorithm in [9] and use (10)-(13) to obtain the optimal action and the stationary reputation distribution.
C. Security Analysis
In our system, a rational node has incentive to help good nodes and punish attackers, in order to obtain a higher reputation and hence better network services. On the other hand, an attacker receives a bad reputation and loses its network access during a long time. The punishment strength/duration is adjusted by the forgetting factors in the reputation updating process. If the punishment cost is large enough, the rational nodes are motivated to abandon attacks.
Since collusion attacks are highly dangerous to the reputation-based networks, we take it as an example. First, we consider a case where several nodes collude to spread false information on another node, in hopes of ruining its reputation and hence its future transmission. In such a case, the victim node can ſnd its reputation loss and hence sends alarm to initiate investigations on the colluders. We set a very low reputation value to the colluders, and assign a small forgetting factor to enable a longer punishment. In this way, the reputations of the attackers signiſcantly drop, and the network stops serving them over a very long time. Thus the colluders cannot beneſt by this attack.
Next, we consider another case, where several nodes try to improve each others' reputation by reporting faked internal cooperations. Although the gaining nodes never complain, the system reduces the reputation of the nodes who have obtained abnormal amounts of internal helps. Hence the incentive to falsely promote each others' reputations is reduced, and our system can resist this type of collusion attacks.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We evaluate the performance of the proposed security system with simulations for a simple case that views all types of attacks as the same, i.e., L = 1. The action set is {1, 2, 3}, representing attacks, request rejection, and to follow the request of the transmitter, respectively. For simplicity, we assume that all the non-relay nodes are outside the signal coverage area of the transmitters, and hence only consider the relay nodes in each round of the game with p s ≡ 1 and Ind ≡ 1. 
and
In the simulations, we assume N = 5000, ρ = 0.2, δ = 0.9, and p D = 0.99 for each action, if not speciſed otherwise. Simulation results show that the stationary reputation distribution corresponding to a * is x * = [0.0128, 0.0128, 0.9744], as Λ = [0.5, 0.5, 0.5], indicating that most users can obtain the best scalar reputation.
Next, we evaluate the evolutionarily stable property of a * , assuming that at the beginning of each process in the simulation, 70% of the nodes choose a * , while the other nodes randomly select from the remaining strategies. We also assume that the action spreading follows the Wright-Fisher model, with the population selecting each strategy given by (9) . As comparison, we consider another security system based on direct reciprocity, where each node chooses its actions according to its past interaction with its opponents. As shown in Fig. 2 , the direct reciprocity-based scheme fails to work in the networks with N = 5000 or N = 200, and the network corrupts shortly after an eruption of attacks. The reason is that as nodes are unlikely to meet each other again in the large-scale network, the long-term cost to an attacker is small compared with its illegal security gain in the direct reciprocity game.
Fortunately, our system can address this problem and efſciently suppress attacks in the large-scale network. For example, our system reduces the attacker population from more than 5% to less than 0.05% after 400 time slots, as in Fig. 2 (a) . It is also shown that the forgetting factor vector Λ = [0.8, 0.6, 0.5] has a better security performance than that of Λ = [0.5, 0.5, 0.5]. The former assigns a larger weight to the instant bad reputation due to attacks in the reputation updating process, and thus punishes the attackers with longer punishment, resulting to the signiſcant drop of the attacker population. It is also shown in Fig. 2 (b) that more than 90% of the population chooses the desirable strategy, shortly after the start of the process in our system. Finally, Fig. 2 (c) shows 2 . The population evolution of our security system in a network with N nodes, whose transmission probability ρ = 0.2, for both the direct reciprocity system and the indirect reciprocity system, with different forgetting factor vectors (Λ) in the reputation updating process.
that our system has a better performance in the network with a smaller scale, where the attacking rate decreases much faster than that in Fig. 2 (a) . On the other hand, the performance gain of our system over the system based on direct reciprocity increases with the network size. In summary, our security system can efſciently improve the security performance of wireless networks.
VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
We have proposed an indirect reciprocity-based security system for wireless networks, which exploits the requirement of network access by most users to motivate them not to attack. We build a social norm and reputation updating process to punish the attackers and to encourage node cooperation. We have shown that our desirable action strategy is evolutionarily stable, and our system can address a wide range of attacks, including collusion attacks and many others. Simulation results show that our system can signiſcantly suppress attacks and is much more robust than the system based on the direct reciprocity principle, especially in the large-scale networks with node mobility. For example, our system can reduce the attacking rate from more than 5% to less than 0.05% in a network with 5000 nodes, while the system based on directreciprocity collapses.
Moving forward, further investigation is needed to evaluate the impacts of the attacking classiſcation on the security performance of our system. Another interesting topic is to study the condition for our desirable strategy to be evolutionarily stable. Finally, we are working to thoroughly evaluate the performance of our system under a wide range of network scenarios against many types of attacks.
